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Stephen A. Staege, Hamilton, Ohio, assignor to 
The Black-Clawson Company, Hamilton, Ohio, 
a corporation of Ohio 
Application February 12, 1948, Serial No. 7,762 

(C. 92-44) 20 Claims. 
1. 

This invention relates to paper manufacture 
and more particularly to controls adapted for 
use in connection with machines or apparatus 
for the manufacture of paper. 
One of the principal objects of the invention 

is to provide apparatus for use in paper manu 
facture to regulate the freeness of the paper 
making stock which may be connected in the 
stock Supply System of a paper machine at any 
convenient location and which will continuously 
measure the freeness of the stock as it passes 
through the System and automatically regulate 
the action of a refiner in the System to correct 
for variations from a desired degree of Stock 
freeneSS. 
Another object is to provide apparatus for 

effecting substantially continuous precision con 
trol over the consistency of paper making stock 
as it passes through the Stock Supply System 
Of a paper machine by measuring the fictional 
resistance to the flow of Stock through a flow 
passage in the system and by adding water to 
the Stock at an automatically controlled rate 
to maintain a predetermined frictional resistance 
having a direct relation to the desired con 
Sistency. 
An additional object is to provide a regulating 

apparatus of the above character which may 
be connected directly in the Stock supply system 
of a paper machine to effect continuous regul 
iation of the consistency and/or freeness of the 
Stock without the loss of any stock from the 
System and which is thus capable of effecting 
substantially instantaneous correcting action, in 
the event of variation in the consistency or 
freeness of the stock to maintain precision con 
trol over the Stock for uniform sheet formation. 

It is also an object of the invention to pro 
wide Such regulating apparatus capable of ef 
fecting a correcting action which is not con 
tinuous but is intermittent within a predeter 
nined time cycle and with which the number 
and duration of correcting actions in each cycle 
valry automatically in accordance With the 
magnitude of the change from the desired con 
dition to give an aggregate correcting action 
having a direct relation to the total change. 

Still another object is to provide such regu 
lating apparatus Which poSSeSSes a high degree of 
sensitivity to even relatively slight variations 
from the desired stock condition to give precision 
control and in which in addition the movement, 
of the parts in response to changes in the actu 
atting forces is of Such short extent and duration 
as to minimize Wear and to make possible a 
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reliable construction having a long effective life. 
A still further object is to provide a stock 

Supply System for a paper machine which in 
cludes apparatus for continuously regulating the 
consistency of the stock as Supplied to the re 
finer and which also includes apparatus for 
similarly continuously regulating the freeness 
of the stock as discharged from thhe refiner, 
and which is thus capable of Supplying to the 
paper machine stock wherein both the fiber 
content and freeness are continuously main 
tained with accurately predetermined limits to 
promote highly uniform sheet formation. 
Among other objects of the invention is the 

provision of a method of regulating the freeness 
of the paper making stock passing through the 
stock supply System of a paper machine by con 
tinuously measuring the freeness of the stock 
while flowing continuously through the System 
and automatically adjusting the action of a re 
fine in the System to maintain a predetermined 
neaSured freeneSS. 
A further. object is to provide a method of 

maintaining a desired condition. Such as the 
consistency or freeness of the paper making stock 
in the Stock supply System of a paper machine 
by continuously measuring the pressure drop 
of the Stock flowing through a flow paSSage 
connected at both ends with the System and 
by continuously regulating the Stock condition 
in accordance therewith. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will be apparent from the following description, 
the accompanying drawings and the appended 
claims. 

In the drawings, in which like characters of 
reference designate like parts throughout 

Fig. 1 is a Somewhat Schematic view illus 
trating the operation of the present invention 
for controlling the consistency of paper Stock 
flowing through a stock supply system; 

Fig. 2 is a circuit diagram illustrating the 
operation of controls utilized in accordance with 
the present invention for establishing and main 
taining a predetermined consistency of paper 
Stock flowing through the system of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a view partly in side elevation and 
partly broken away and in section on the line 
3-3 of Fig. 4 illustrating a gear pump utilized 
in the System of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 4 is a vertical section through the gear 
pump taken on the line 4-4 of Fig. 3; 

Fig. 5 is a Section on the line. 5-5 of Fig. 3 
illustrating the pressure connection to the inlet 
or Suction side of the gear pump; 
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Fig. 6 is an enlarged view of the control de 
vice indicated schematically in Fig. 1, the view 
being in side elevation with the front cover 
removed and with parts broken away and in 
section to illustrate internal construction; 

Fig. 7 is a diagrammatic isometric view of 
the arrangement of cross springs which pro 
vides a pivotal mounting in the control device; 

Figs. 8 and 9 are sectional views on the lines 
8-8 and 9-9, respectively, of Fig. 6; 

Fig. 10 is a fragmentary top view illustrating 
the means for adjusting the device to regulate 
to a desired consistency; 

Fig. 1 is a somewhat diagrammatic fragmen 
tary view showing the cam which operates cer 
tain of the electric contacts in the control device; 

Fig. 12 is a somewhat schematic view illustrat 
ing the operation of the invention for control 
ling both the consistency and the freeness of the 
paper stock flowing through a stock supply Sys 
ten; 

Fig. 13 is a View in front elevation of a punp 
and flow passage unit adapted for direct Con 
nection in a stock Supply system for measuring 
consistency or freeness; 

Fig. 4 is a top plan view of the unit. With the 
motor and motor bracket removed; and 

Fig. 15 is a view of the unit partly in side ele 
Vation and partly broken away and in vertical 
Section. 

Referring to the drawings, which illustrate pre 
ferred embodiments of the present invention, Fig. 
shows a pump 5 arranged to take in Stock 

through conduit 6 from a stock chest or other 
Source of supply and to pump this stock through 
a conduit, it to the regulating box for a paper 
machine or refiner or to a machine chest or 
other container. The pipe f8 is for the purpose 
of supplying fresh water to the conduit S to vary 
the consistency of the stock supplied by pump 
5. The flow of water through pipe 8 is con 

trolled by a metering valve indicated generally 
at 20, and this valve is in turn controlled by a 
reversible electric motor 22 through any suit 
able driving Connection. Such as the belt or 
sprocket drive indicated generally at 23. 
The stock as supplied initially to conduit f6 

is commonly at a relatively higher consistency 
or fiber density (for example 3.5% or 4% fiber 
concentration) than that desired at the regulat 
ing box or other receiving container to which con 
duit 7 leads, and valve 20 is accordingly adjusted 
to admit Sufficient water to conduit 6 to reduce 
the consistency of the stock to the desired value, 
for example 3% fiber density. If there are vari 
ations in consistency in the chest or other source 
of Supply connected to conduit 6, varying 
amounts of water will have to be admitted 
through valve 20 in order to maintain the de 
sired ultimate consistency, and means are pro 
vided in accordance with the present invention 
for constantly measuring the consistency of the 
Stock flowing through Conduit f and for con 
trolling valve 2 through motor 22 to admit the 
proper amount of Water required to maintain 
the desired predetermined consistency of the 
stock. 

Referring to Fig. 1, a pump 25 of any suitable 
type, shown as a gear pump, has its inlet or 
Suction side connected at 26 to conduit 7 at a 
position on the outlet or discharge side of pump 
i5 in order to draw from conduit a sample 
of stock which has been thoroughly mixed by 
pump 5 with the water from pipe 8 to obtain 
a uniform consistency. The outlet of pump 25 is 
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4. 
connected with a flow resistance passage formed 
by a pipe circuit 39 which is in turn led back and 
connected at 29 into conduit at a position 
substantially directly opposite the connection 26 
to the intake side of the pump. The pump 25 
is operated by a motor 3 to take in stock con 
tinuously through the connection 26 and to pump 
this stock through the pipe 38 and back into 
conduit . 

It will be apparent that the interior surface of 
the resistance piping 39 offers a certain amount 
of frictional resistance to the passage of stock 
therethrough, and this friction will produce a 
difference between the pressures in the stock 
adjacent the inlet and outlet of the pump, de 
pending upon the amount of pressure required 
of pump 25 to force the stock through the pipe 
circuit 3 into the conduit 7. This frictional 
resistance will be greater for heavier consistency 
stock than for stock of lighter consistency, which 
Will in turn cause the difference in pressure to 
vary in accordance with the consistency of the 
Stock. For use in connection. With stock of the 
order of 3% consistency, satisfactory results have 
been obtained with pipe circuit 30 having a diam 
eter of 3 inches and with this pipe ranging from 
the Order of 5 to 15 or 20 feet in length, which 
will produce a pressure drop between the two 
sides of the pump of the Order of 2 to 6 pounds, 
The diameter of the pipe 30 is preferably in 
creased for Stock of higher consistency to assure 
free discharge from the pump, 4-inch pipe being 
satisfactory, for example, for handling stock of 
the order of 5% consistency. It should also be 
noted that this pipe circuit should be of stain 
less steel, Monel tubing or other Smooth and 
Stainless material which will retain substantially 
uniform Surface friction characteristics in use 
Without being roughened or otherwise affected 
by the passage of Stock therethrough. 
A control device indicated generally at 33 in 

cludes differential pressure responsive means 
provided with pressure connections through con 
duits 34 and 33 to the inlet and outlet, respec 
tively, of pump 25. This control device 33 in 
cludes means for adjusting the differential pres 
sure means in order to balance the predetermined 
pressure drop across the pump which will exist 
when the stock passing through conduit , and 
being pumped through pipe circuit 36, is at the 
desired consistency. In addition, the control de 
vice 33 includes means actuated by the differ 
ential pressure means for controlling the energiz 
ing circuits of motor 22. The arrangement is 
such that if the stock flowing through pipe 
is at the desired consistency, the control device 
will be in balance, and motor 22 will be idle and 
will hold valve 28 at the proper setting. How 
ever, if the consistency of the stock rises or falls 
with respect to the desired consistency, the re 
sulting reaction of the differential pressure 
means will upset the balance of the device and 
cause closing of an energizing circuit to motor 
22 effective to operate the motor in a direction 
to adjust the setting of valve 29 to admit more 
or less water as required to correct for the change 
in the consistency of the stock. 

Figs. 3 to 5 illustrate a construction of gear 
pump which has been found satisfactory for use 
in the practicing of the present invention. The 
casing of this pump includes two parts 40 and 
A which are bolted together at 42 and form the 
chamber 43 for receiving the two impeller gears 
44 and 45. The casing member 43 also includes 
a portion 26 defining the intake opening of the 
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pump, and the casing member 4 similarly in 
cludes a portion 47 defining the discharge open 
ing of the pump. Each of these casing members 
includes downwardly extending leg or bracket 
portions 48 for supporting the pump, and each 
also includes a suitable pipe connection flange 50. 
It Will be noted that the intake opening 46 is 
shown as of somewhat larger diameter than the 
discharge opening 47, satisfactory results hav 
ing been obtained with these openings respec 
tively 4 and 3 inches in diameter, or both 4' 
diameter. 
The impeller gears 44 and 45 are keyed or 

otherwise secured to shafts 54 and 55, respec 
tively, rotatably mounted in the casing as by 
means of bearings 56 and provided with Suitable 
sealing members 57 to permit escape of fluid 
from within the impeller chamber 43. The teeth 
60 of the impeller gears are so proportioned that 
each has clearance between a pair of adjacent 
teeth on the opposing gear, as indicated at 6 in 
Fig. 3. Shafts 54 and 55 are secured together in 
driving connection by means Such as drive gear'S 
64 and 65 in such manner as to maintain the 
meshing gear teeth in angularly spaced relation, 
thus maintaining this clearance 6 during opera 
tion of the pump, and preventing meshing gear 
teeth from pinching fibers in the stock into hard 
masses, sometimes called 'shiners,' which make 
hard flecks in the stock and tend to cause defects : 

Satisfactory results from this in the sheet. 
standpoint have been obtained with the clearance 
6 between meshing teeth of the order of one 
sixteenth of an inch. 
The driving motor 3 for the pump 25 is 

shown as bolted to a supporting plate hinged 
at 7 to a bracket 72 mounted on the pump casing 
and shown as Secured thereto by means of Sonne 
of the bolts 42 connecting the casing parts 40 and 
4. The shaft 54 extends out Wardly of the casing, 
as shown in Fig. 4, and is in driving connection 
with motor 3 through means such as pulleys 73 
and 74 and a belt 5. Bolts 76 are arranged as 
shown in Fig. 3 to adjust the mounting plate 70 
about its pivot 7 to provide for adjusting the 
tension of belt 75. Satisfactory results have been 
obtained with the pump 25 operated at a ratesuch 
that the volume of stock passing therethrough is 
of the Order of 50 gallons per minute, and under 
ordinary conditions only a relatively small 
amount of power will be required, for example 
from .10 to .25 horse power. Accordingly, ade 
quate power should be obtained from a motor 3 
of A horse power, both for ordinary use and 
for meeting temporary conditions of extreme 
thickness in the stock Such as may result, for 
example, after the apparatus has stood idle, and 
with the motor carried by the pump as shown, 
the unit is compact and may be supported by the 
pipe connections without requiring external 
foundations. 

In addition to the clearance 6 between mesh 
ing teeth of the impeller gears, these gears 44 and 
46 and casing members 40 and 4 are so propor 
tioned as to leave clearance between the teeth of 
the gears and the adjacent surfaces of the gear 
chamber 43, as indicated at 77 in Figs. 3 and 4. 
This clearance further aids in preventing pinch 
ing of fibers, and also it facilitates slippage of 
the stock around the gears in directions opposite 
to the direction of pumping, which is a useful 
effect in the practice of the invention. This slip 
page is closely related to the consistency of the 
material being pumped, and it increases approxi 
mately in inverse proportion with consistency. 
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Thus if, for example, the stock is at a consistency 
of 2.5%, there will be appreciable slippage of 
stock around the gears and also between the teeth 
59, but this slippage will be substantially less at 
a consistency of 3% and still less at 3.5% con 
sistency. Actually, therefore, the pump will be 
discharging a larger volume of stock through the 
resistance pipe 3) When the consistency is 3% 
than at a consistency of 2.5%, and still more 
stock will be discharged when the consistency is 
3.5%. This increase in volume further increases 
the pressure drop across pump 25 with increase 
in consistency, thus making the control device 33 
and the differential pressure means therein more 
sensitive for the same volume than if the device 
measured only the differential pressure change 
due to friction in pipe 3. 

It will accordingly be seen that with the pump 
and control device arranged as described and 
shown in Fig. 1, it will make substantially no 
difference what volume of stock is being de 
livered by the pump 5 nor at what pressure. 
Since the inlet and outlet of pump 25 connect 
with conduit at the same pressure level, both 
are Subject to the same pressure conditions 
existing in conduit fl, and the differential pres 
Sure acroSS the pump is accordingly independent 
of the conditions within the conduit and repre 
sents the total pressure drop over the entire 
length of the branch circulating system includ 
ing both the inlet pipe 26 and the outlet pipe 30. 
Furthermore, no stock is lost in the operation of 
the control apparatus, since the pump 25 and 
pipe 39 merely operate as an auxiliary circula 
tion System and return to the main conduit all 
of the stock withdrawn therefrom. In addition, 
it will be apparent that this control apparatus is 
not limited to use with a pipeline wherein stock 
is running under pressure, but it can also be con 
nected to other types of containers such as an 
Open vat or chest or stock box of any kind. For 
Such uses it is desirable that the intake of the 
pump and the discharge end of pipe 30 be con 
Inected at the same level to assure that both sides 
of the pump will be subject to the same static 
preSSure conditions. 
Means Such as a membrane diaphragm may 

be provided in the pressure connections between 
tubes or conduits 34 and 35 and the pump 25 to 
prevent fiber or other material suspended in the 
fluid in conduit 7 from entering the differential 
pressure means of the control device 33. Figs. 3 
and 5 illustrate a pressure connection including 
Such a diaphragm 80 between the conduit 34 and 
the inlet side of pump 25. The casing part 40 
is formed on one side with a pipe connection 
flange 8 to which is bolted or screwed a plate 82 
having a central recess therein. The diaphragm 
80 is clamped between the plate 82 and a clamp 
ring 83, thus dividing the chamber formed by 
the outer Surface of flange 8f and the recess in 
plate 82 into inner and outer chamber sections 
84 and 85, respectively. A hole 86, is drilled 
through the casing part 46 to provide open com 
munication between the inner chamber section 
84 and the interior of the intake of the pump. 
A hole 88 in plate 82 is provided with a nipple 89 
or like member for connection to the conduit or 
tube 34. Plate 82 is also provided with a pipe 
fitting 90 having a removable closure plug 9 for 
filling the Outer chamber section 85 and the con 
duit 34 with water or other clear liquid. 
The casing part 4 at the discharge side of 

the pump is provided with a similar connection 
unit to the tube or conduit 35, and this connec 
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tion unit is indicated generally at 95 and includes 
a pipe fitting 96 and substantially the same other 
component parts as the pressure connection be 
tween the tube or conduit 34 and the Suction side 
of the pump. With this arrangement, changes 
in pressure at the inlet and outlet of the pump 
are readily transmitted through diaphragm 89 
to the outer chamber section 85 and thence 
through conduit 34 to the pressure responsive 
means in the control device 33, and similarly 
through the corresponding diaphragm at the dis 
charge side of the pump to control device 33 
through the conduit 35. 
The control device 33 is illustrated in detail in 

Figs. 6 to 11, and it includes a generally box-like 
casing or frame 60 provided with a back closure 
plate of and front closure plate 02, the latter 
being shown as transparent to facilitate observa 
tion of the Operating parts of the device. The 
case 00 may be mounted in any convenient lo 
cation adjacent the pump 25 by means such as 
a pipe or bracket 03. The differential pressure 
means are shown as comprising a pair of pres 
Sure responsive bellows 04 and (5. The bel 
lows 04 is a metal bellows having a large num 
ber of convolutions and mounted in a cup 96 
bolted or otherwise secured to the top of casing 
00 and provided at its upper end with means 

Such as a nipple iO for connection to the tube 
or conduit 34. This bellows 04 is arranged for ; 
pressure on the outside thereof, and its lower end 
is Soldiered or otherwise sealed to the cup 06. 
A rod 98 is secured to the upper end of bellows 
04 and passes through a hole 09 in the lower 
end of the cup 96 and upper side of casing 09. 
The bellows 05 is mounted in a cup i Obolted 

or otherwise secured within the casing 00. This 
bellows is similar to and of the same diameter 
as the bellows 94, but it is arranged for move 
ment in the opposite direction, its upper end be 
ing soldered or otherwise sealed to the top of cup 

0. A rod f is secured to the bottom of bel 
lows 95 and passes through a hole 2 in the 
upper end of cup ff0, and the lower end of cup 

0 is shown as provided with a nipple 3 for 
connection to the tube or conduit 35. Means 
such as a petcock 4 are provided at the top of 
cup 0 to permit escape of air while the cup is 
being filled with liquid, thus providing for com 
plete absence from the bellows system of air 
pockets tending to cushion the transmission to 
the bellows of any changes in liquid pressure at 
the discharge side of pump 25, and in use the de 
vice should be positioned at Such level with re 
spect to the pump 25 that the line pressure will 
maintain both bellows completely filled and prop 
erly distended. 
The rods 08 and are pivotally Secured, as 

by a pin 5 and clevises 6 and iT to a beam 
20 pivotally mounted within casing 00 by 
means of CrOSS Springs for limited movement in 
response to changes in the relative preSSures ef 
fective on bellows 04 and 05. Referring to 
Figs. 6 to 9, beam 20 is welded or otherwise se 
cured at One end to a block 2 which is Secured 
by bolts 22 and a plate or strap 23 to one 
flanged end 24 of a Z-shaped spring 25. The 
other end 26 of spring f 25 is similarly secured 
by bolts 27 and a plate or strap 28 to a block 
30 secured by bolts 3 to the end wall of cas 

ing GO. Blocks 2 and 30 are further con 
nected at each end by a pair of flat Springs 32, 
which are secured thereto by plates or washers 
33 and bolts 34. 
These three cross springs f25 and 32 thus 
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8 
form a pivotal mounting for beam 20 allowing 
the beam to move with relatively low friction 
and relatively minute spring losses to provide 
high sensitivity in use. Stops 35 are provided 
at the opposite end of the casing from the pivotal 
mounting of the beam to limit this movement of 
the free end of the bean, satisfactory results 
having been obtained with these stops arranged 
to permit a total range of movement of approxi 
mately .25 inch for the free end of the beam, 
this minimizing the total deflection of the CrOSS 
springs 25 and 32 and correspondingly reduc 
ing the stresses thereon in use. 

It will accordingly be seen that the bellows 
94 and 0.5 coinbine with beam 20 to form a 

differential pressure unit responsive to the dif 
ference in relative pressures existing at the intake 
and discharge sides of pump 25. The pressures 
effective on the two bellows G8 and 35 will 
vary in accordance with the consistency of the 
stock running through the pump, and variations 
in consistency will produce corresponding varia 
tions in these effective pressures, which Will in 
turn be translate: into movement of the bellows 
in opposite directions and corresponding pivotal 
movement of bean. 2) to provide continuous 
reasurements of consistency. Accordingly, the 
device is provided with lineans for regulating beam 
i29 to establish a neutral position when the con 
sistency of the stock is such that the proper pre 
determined differential pressure or difference in 
relative greSSures is being maintained, and the 
regulating means are adjustable to provide for 
Setting the device to maintain different consis 
tencies. 

Referring particularly to Figs. 6 and 10, a 
threaded rod or adjusting screw 40 is rotatably 
supported at cne end in an ear or lug 8 mounted 
On the free end of bean. 2, this end of screw 
its being of reduced diameter and being held 
against axial movement relative to lug 4 by a 
collar 42 as shown in Fig. 6. The other end 
of screw 4 is Supported in a yoke or lug A3 
mounted adjacent the pivoted end of beam f2), 
and it extends through a hole 44 in the casing 
Wall and is provided with a knurled adjusting 
knob 5, this hole 44 being of sufficiently larger 
diameter than Screw 40 to allow for lateral 
movement of the Screw with beam 2. A short 
Sleeve 4S is welded to the outer side of the casing 
Wall surrounding hole 44 to guard against entry 
of water into the casing when the paper machine 
or other apparatus is being washed up after use. 
A weight 5i is mounted for axial movement 

With respect to beam 2 in response to rotation 
of screw 49. Referring to Figs. 6, 9 and 10, 
weight 5 is slotted at 5 to straddle beam 29, 
and two boits or pins 52 extend through this 
slot and ride on the beam to support the Weight 
i5 therefron. The adjusting screw 40 also 
traverses slot 5, and it carries a nut 55 which 
fits within slot 56 in weight 50 arranged at 
right angles to slot 5 and of such dimensions 
as to hold nut 55 against both rotation and axial 
movement With respect to Weight 56. Accord 
ingly, when screw 4 is rotated, nut 55 will be 
caused to move axially thereof and of beam 20, 
thus causing corresponding movement of weight 
5 relative to bean. 20 to vary the differential 

pressure which the pair of bellows will balance. 
The device can thus be readily adjusted to 

the control of a desired differential pressure in 
accordance with a desired consistency of stock 
or other fluid by appropriate adjustment of screw 
:40 to a position of weight 50 at which beam 20 
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is balanced in neutral position between the stops 
35 when the desired consistency and differen 

tial pressure are being maintained. To facilitate 
this adjustment, a pointer 15 or other indicator 
may be mounted on weight 55, as by means of 
one of the pins 52 as shown in Figs. 6 and 9, 
and a suitable scale may be etched or otherwise 
provided on the transparent front plate 92 of 
the casing, as indicated at 58, in cooperation 
with the pointer 5 for readily visible adjust 
ment. The bean. 2) thus always occupies Sub 
stantially the same position when the system is 
in balance regardless of the differential pressure 
for which the device is adjusted, thus contribut 
ing to minimizing stress on the bellows and On 
the cross springs 25 and 32 in use. It should 
also be noted that the movements of beam 20 
under ordinary conditions of use are within a 
narrow range, since the movements of the bel 
lows 04 and f 5 are of the order of only a few 
thousandths of an inch. The movements of the 
diaphragm 80 and the similar diaphragm in the 
connection unit 95 are correspondingly within a 
narrow range, and hence deformation of the 
diaphragms will have no appreciable effect on 
the accuracy of the device. 
As pointed out, the control device 33 includes 

means actuated by the differential pressure re 
sponsive means for controlling the energizing 
circuits of the motor 22 which operates the 
metering valve 20. These control means are ef 
fective to cause energizing of motor 22 only When 
beam - f2) moves out of its balanced or neutral 
position as a result of change in the differential 
pressure effective on bellows 4 and 5. 
addition, these control means actuate motor 22 
in accordance with a periodic cycle and are effec 
tive to vary the frequency or number and the 
duration of operative intervals of the motor in 
each Such cycle of the control means in accord 
ance with the magnitude of the change in con 
sistency to be corrected for. 

Referring to Figs. 6 and 9, a bar 65 is bolted 
or otherwise secured at 66 to the free end of 
beam 2 and extends down Wardly therefrom. 
This bar carries two vertically spaced circuit 
controlling members, shown as spring contacts 

and fif, which are secured to a pair of yoke 
arms 72 electrically insulated from each other 
and from bar 65 by blocks 3 and 4 of suit 
able insulating material bolted to bar 65, the 
yokes 72 being riveted or otherwise secured to 
block 73 as indicated in Figs. 6 and 9. Thumb 
screws 75 are mounted in yokes 72 and engage 
contacts () and as shown in Fig. 6 to regul 
late the relative spacing between these contacts. 
Bar 65 is also shown as provided with an out 
wardly projecting lug 6 forming a mounting 
for one end of a small biasing spring (Fig. 6) 
having its other end secured to the lower of stops 
35 and serving to reduce extreme sensitivity of 
beam 20 in cases where there is rapid variation 
in the differential pressure effective on bellows 
04 and 05. 
Two additional circuit controlling members, 

shown as spring contacts 8 and 8, are 
mounted in the casing 8 in Cooperating rela 
tion with contacts is and , respectively, and 
are movable with respect thereto. Referring to 
Figs. 6 and 9, the contacts 89 and 8 are se 
cured to yoke arms 82 carried by a block or bar 
83 of electrically insulating material which is 

secured to the base of casing 9 as by means 
of angle bracket 84. Thumb screws 85 are 
mounted in yoke arms 82 as shown in Fig. 6 
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10 
and engage the contacts 80 and 8 to regulate 
the relative spacing and tension of these con 
tacts. 
The two pairs of contacts -80 and 
-3 are connected in circuits controlling the 

energizing of motor 22, the contacts in each such 
pair cooperating with each other to open and 
close one of a pair of selectively operable con 
trol circuits to motor 22 as described in detail 
hereinafter in connection with the circuit dia 
gram in Fig. 2. The relative spacing of these 
contacts is so controlled that when the system 
is in balance, with the differential pressure on 
bellows 64 and 0.5 balancing weight 50 to 
Support beam 20 in its neutral position, neither 
pair of contacts will be in circuit closing relation, 
but When the relative pressures effective on the 
bellows change, the free end of beam 20 will rise 
ol' fall correspondingly, thus carrying one of 
contacts 70 and fill into circuit closing relation 
With its cooperating contact 89 or 8. 
Means are also provided for causing continu 

OuS movement of contacts 80 and 8 towards 
and away from their respective cooperating con 
tacts 10 and fill, and for continuously varying 
the extent of this movement of contacts 8 and 
f8 to establish periodic operating cycles for 
the Control means comprising a plurality of low 
points alternating with a plurality of high points 
of relatively different heights. As a result, when 
the device is out of balance the number of inter 
vals in each such cycle during which the active 
pair of contacts is in circuit closing relation is 
caused to vary in substantially direct relation 
to the magnitude of the change in differential 
preSSure to be corrected for, and hence the ex 
tent to which the beam 20 and contacts 70 and 
if have been moved, and the duration of each 
such Operative interval is similarly caused to 
vary. 

Referring to FigS. 6, 9 and 11, a polygonal cam 
A90 is mounted between contacts 80 and 8 
for rotation on a shaft 9 continuously driven 
at a desired speed by a motor 92, such as a 
Small electric clock motor, mounted on the base 
of casing 90 by a bracket 93. The cam 90 is 
shown as octagonal, and each corner or lobe 95 
is arranged at a progressively different radial 
distance from the axis of shaft 9. Thus re 
ferring to Fig. 11, the corner or lobe 95a is the 
highest of the eight high points of the cam, as 
shown by the dotted circle 96 which is centered 
on shaft 9 and has a radius equal to the radial 
distance from the lobe 95a to the axis of shaft 
9. Each of the other high points or lobes 95b 

to 95h, inclusive, is arranged at a progressively 
leSSer distance from the axis of shaft 9 and 
hence lies within circle 96. Satisfactory results 
have been obtained with each of these lobes or 
high points closer by 0.005 inch to the axis of 
shaft 9 than the adjacent higher high point, 
and the corner or lobe 95h thus represents the 
lowest of the plurality of high points of the cam 
and is 0.035 inch lower than the high point 95a, 
these dimensions being considerably exaggerated 
in Fig. 11 for purposes of illustration. 
In use, the tension of contacts 80 and 8 

is adjusted by thumb screws 85 so that both 
contacts will be in engagement with cam 90 at 
all times during a complete revolution of the 
cam. Each of these contacts will thus be caused 
to oscillate in periodic cycles corresponding to a 
complete revolution of the cam and each com 
prising alternate high points and low points of 
different heights, the low points being the points 
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on each of the flat sides 97 of the cam which 
are closest to the axis of shaft 9. The length 
of each of these periodic cycles is determined by 
the speed of motor 92, satisfactory results hav 
ing been obtained with this speed relatively low, 
for example 4 R. P. M. providing cycles of 15 
seconds duration, and with each can lobe formed 
with a sharp peak as shown, the electric contact 
between a pair of contacts - 80 or -18 
can be controlled to as short an interval as one 
quarter second. It is also to be noted that un 
der Some conditions of relative dimensions, one 
or more of the low points of the cam, for exam 
ple the low point between the highest two high 
points 95a and 95b, may be relatively higher 
than one or more of the lowest of the high points. 
In such case, however, the corresponding low 
point between such lower high points will be 
relatively still lower, thus maintaining the de 
sired alteration between low points and high 
points of different heights in each cycle. 

Fig. 2 illustrates control circuits for operating 
the valve motor 22 in response to rising or falling 
movement of beam 29 occasioned by changes in 
the relative pressures effective on bellows 04 
and 5. Motor 22 is shown as energized from 
a three-phase source of power 99, and the motor 
is controiled through the provision of magnetic 
reversing SWitches 263 and 2 in a SWitch unit 
identified generally as 282. Suitable upper and 
lower limit Switches 205 and 26 are connected 
in the circuit of each reversing SWitch so that 
the control circuits of the valve motor 22 will be 
de-energized when the valve 2G reaches either of 
its limiting positions, whereby avoiding the pos 
sibility of damage to the notor or valve. 
A control circuit for actuating the reversing 

SWitches 20 and 202 is energized from the low 
voltage secondary of a transformer 209, and push 
button switches 20 and 2 provide for manual 
actuation of the respective reversing Switches for 
rapid setting of the valve 2 when the operator 
wishes to establish a Substantial change in the 
consistency of the stock or other fluid being con 
trolled. A manually operable reversing switch 
22 provides for shifting the device between auto 
matic operation through the contacts 70-80 or 
-8 and manual operation through SWitch 

20 or 2, these switches being readily grouped 
in a unit identified generally as 2 5. It will be 
understood that for manual operation it is neces 
sary merely for the operator to shift Switch 22 
to the proper position and then to close either 
of the Switches 20 or 2 if, and that the motor 
22 will then continue to operate valve 20 in the 
selected direction so long as the Switch is closed, 
or until the corresponding limit Switch 205 or 
206 opens. 
In operation with the circuit arrangement 

shown in Fig. 2, the weight S0 is adjusted to bal 
ance the predetermined differential pressure ef 
fective on bellows 04 and f O5 when the stock 
flowing through conduit is at the desired Con 
sistency, and the contacts 70 and T are initial 
ly adjusted by means of thumb screws T5 to a 
relative spacing such that when the beam 20 is 
in its neutral or balanced position, each of these 
contacts will be out of contact with its associated 
contact, 80 or 8 throughout the complete revo 
lution of cam 90. This adjustment determines 
the extent of fluctuation in the consistency of 
the stock which may take place before the con 
trol device is effective to actuate valve motor 22, 
and it is accordingly controlled in accordance 
with the desired accuracy with which the con 
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sistency of the stock is to be maintained. At the 
least, the adjustment should be such as to leave 
sufficient margin between each of contacts 70 
and 7 and its associated contact 80 or 8 so 
that when the beam. 2) is in its neutral or bal 
anced position, the contacts in each pair will be 
out of circuit closing relation throughout the 
complete cycle of cam 95. Accordingly, when 
the proper consistency and differential pressure 
are being maintained, the circuits through both 
pairs of contacts 70-80 and 7-8 will re 
main open, thus rendering motor 22 inactive and 
holding valve 20 in position to admit water into 
conduit 6 at the proper rate. 
As soon as a change occurs in the consistency 

of the stock flowing through conduit 7 and being 
withdrawn therefrom by pump 25, for example if 
the consistency increases, this will be translated 
into a greater increase in the pressure at the dis 
charge side of pump 25 than at the suction side 
of the pump, thus similarly increasing the pres 
sure on bellows 95 and the differential pressure 
on the two bellows. This will in turn cause the 
free end of beam 20 to rise and to carry contact 
T in the direction of its oscillating cooperating 

contact 8, the extent of this movement being 
substantially proportional to the magnitude of 
the change in the differential pressure. When 
this movement has been sufficient to carry COrl 
tact, it within the oscillating range of contact 
f8 as determined by the initial adjustment of 
contact 7 through its thumb screw T5, i. e., 
within the maximum range of movement of con 
tact 8 determined by the highest and lowest 
points of the cam, there will be electric contact 
between contacts 7 and 8, thus closing the 
circuit to the magnetic reversing Switch 20 and 
causing operation of motor 22 in a direction to 
cause valve 20 to open and thus to increase the 
rate at which water is added to the stock in Con 
duit, 6. 
The number of intervals of contact between 

contacts and 8 in each revolution of Cam 
99, and the duration of each such interval, are 
determined by the magnitude of change in COn 
sistency and hence the extent to which contact 

has been raised, as will now be explained. If 
can 90 rotates in clockwise direction as viewed 
in Fig. 11, during each complete revolution of the 
cam, contact f8 Oscillates in a cycle comprising 
eight high points, each high point being .005 inch 
lower than the preceding high point in the cycle. 
As soon as contact it has moved within range 
of at least the highest of these high points, cor 
responding to the corner or lobe 95d of the cam, 
the two contacts will touch and close the operat 
ing circuit to motor 22 at least during the in 
stant when contact 8 is passing over the cam. 
lobe 95d. If the change in consistency has been 
fairly substantial, contact it may also move 
within range of some of the other high points on 
the cam, and each time the contacts thus close 
one of its energizing circuits, the motor 22 will 
operate to cause a correcting action in the Sys 
tem. Then as soon as the stock to which addi 
tional water is added passes through pump 5 
and reaches pump 25, it will produce a change in 
the differential pressure effective on bellows 04 
and 95 resulting in return movement of beam 
2C and contact 7 towards neutral position. 
The correcting action of motor 22 will continue 

only during the intervai when the circuit through 
contacts 7 and 8 is closed. For relatively 
slight changes in consistency, the correction pro 
duced by a single operative interval of motor 22 
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may be adequate to restore the proper consistency 
and differential pressure and thus to cause re 
turn of contact fill to its neutral position and to 
limit its engagement with contact f8 to a single 
interval, or possibly to a single interval in one 
or two cycles of the cam. However, for relative 
ly larger changes in consistency, movement of 
contact 7 will carry it within range of a plu 
rality of the high points of contact 8, thus 
increasing the number of operative intervals of 
motor 22 during each revolution of the cam. 

It should also be noted that the contacts may 
touch for an instant before and after a high point 
or lobe of the caim passes the contact ill, and 
for greater errol's the contacts may remain in 
engagement during the interval corresponding 
With the flat side S between one or more adja 
cent pairs of high points of the caim. Thus the 
intervals of the correcting action in normal oper 
ation may vary upwards from as short a time as 
a fraction of a second depending upon the mag 
nitude of the error or change from the desired 
consistency being maintained. 
The initial engagement, between the two con 

tacts at the start of each cam cycle will take 
place at the high point, represented by the can 
lobe 95d. This interval of engagement will uSu 
ally be of longer duration than the others in the 
cycle, since the parts of the can sides 9 adja 
cent corner or lobe S5a are relatively higher 
than the corresponding portions of the can sides 
adjacent the other lobes. Thus at the start of 
each cycle When the System is out of balance, 
there may be an appreciable interval of circuit 
closing engagement between the contacts, foll 
lowed by one or more additional intervals of 
engagement, each of lesser duration and corre 
sponding to the higher of can lobes 95b to 95h, 
until the oscillating contact 8 no longer en 
gages the contact at the lower high points 
of the cycle. During this relatively, longer inop 
erative interval, the device will have more oppor 
tunity to return to its balanced position as the 
Correcting actions of motor 22 and valve 2 take 
effect in the Stock, so that in the next cycle or 
revolution of the cam, both the number and the 
duration of operative intervals will be decreased, 
and this diminishing action will continue until 
balance is restored to the system and the desired 
Consistency of the Stock is again established. 
The cycie of cam 33 should accordingly be of 

Such duration that under conditions of relatively 
Small variation, adequate time will be provided 
between corresponding high points in successive 
cycles to allow the correcting action of the first 
Such high point to take effect in the system before 
the corresponding high point in the next cycle is 
reached and thus to prevent over-correction. 
The proper cycle length for a particular installa 
tion will thus depend upon the operating condi 
tions involved, including particularly the interval 
required for a correcting action to cause a change 
in the pressures effective on the control device, 
and satisfactory results have been obtained with 
a systein of the type illustrated in Fig. 1 with the 
carn 9 rotating at 4R. P. M. as stated. 

It will accordingly be seen that the correcting 
iction of this device is not continuous but Will 
be intermittent during each revolution of the 
can except under conditions of Such large change 
in consistency as to cause movement of beam 28 
to a position in which one of contacts 7 or 7 
is in circuit closing relation with its cooperating 
contact 8 or 8 throughout one or more com 
plete revolutions of the cam. Also, since the 
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effect of the first circuit closing engagement be 
tween a pair of contacts in each cycle will be 
felt in the system during the interval represented 
by the fiat side 9 of the can between the lobes 
Siti and SS b and will cause the beam f20 to 

start to move in the opposite direction, the inter 
wal of operative engageinent between the two 
contacts at the next high point in the cycle will 
be shorter than would be the case if the beam 
remained stationary, and so forth until balance 
is again restored. 
Thus both the number and duration of opera 

tive intervals of the regulating means in each cyle 
Will Vary in accordance with the magnitude of 
the change in consistency to be corrected for, to 
give an aggregate operative interval for motor 22 
and an aggregate correcting action which will be 
in Substantially direct relation to the magnitude 
of the change or variation from the desired con 
Sistency as predetermined by the initial adjust 
ment of the device through weight 50. Fur 
thermore, this modulating precision control will 
Substantially eliminate tendencies toward over 
Correction and will effectively maintain the de 
Sired Stock consistency with minimum fluctua 
tion. 

he control apparatus described in connection 
with Figs. to 11 is also adapted for use to pro 
wide precision control over the freeness of the 
paper making stock in the stock supply system of 
a paper machine, the property of freeness being 
a heasure of the slipperiness of the Stock and 
being cominonly defined in terms of the rate at 
which the Water in the Stock will drain from the 
fiber and other Solid material. After the raw 
Stock has passed through one or more refiners, it 
will be found to have considerably increased slip 
periness even before any filler has been added, 
and it is at this stage of preparation that the 
stock is commonly characterized in terms of free 
less. Although the refined stock still contains 
the same percentage of fiber, its frictional prop 
erties are considerably lower, So that the pressure 
drop for a given volume of flow through a pipe 
of given length will be substantially less than 
before the Stock is passed through the refiner. 
However, this pressure drop can be measured in 
the same manner as described in connection with 
the regulation of consistency, and the refining 
action of the refiner can be controlled to main 
tain a predetermined pressure drop in accord 
ance with the desired freeneSS. 

Fig. 12 illustrates in schematic outline a stock 
supply system in which the consistency of the raw 
stock Supplied to a refiner is controlled as de 
scribed in connection with Figs. 1 to 11, and the 
freeness is similarly controlled by measuring the 
friction of the refined stock in a pipe and by ad 
justing the refiner to maintain a predetermined 
freeness in accordance with the measured fric 
tional properties of the resulting refined stock. 
In Fig. 12, the pump 22) is arranged to take in 
raw stock through a conduit 22 from a raw 
stock chest 222 and to pump this stock through 
a conduit 223 to a refiner 225 such as a Jordan 
including a relatively rotating tapered plug and 
shell driven by a motor 226. The plug and shell 
of the refiner 225 are arranged for relative axial 
adjustment by means of a screw 227 to vary the 
Spacing of their refining surfaces and thus to 
vary the refining action on the stock. The screw 
22 is in turn controlled by a reversible electric 
motor 230. A conduit 23 is arranged to conduct 
the refined stock from refiner 225 to a collecting 
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box 232 from which a conduit, 233 controlled by 
a valve 234 leads to the paper machine. 
A pipe 235 in Fig. 12 corresponds to the pipe 

8 in Fig. 1 and supplies fresh water to the con 
duit 22 to vary the consistency of the raw stock 
supplied by pump 222. The flow of water through 
pipe 235 is controlled by a metering valve 236 
which is in turn controlled by a reversible electric 
motor 23 through the belt or sprocket drive 
238. The motor 23 is actuated by a control de 
vice 249 as indicated by the dotted line 24. The 
control device 249 corresponds to the control de 
vice 33 of Fig. 1 and is arranged to measure the 
preSSure drop acroSS pump 242 having its inlet 
connected to conduit 223 by a pipe 243 and its 
outlet similarly connected by a pipe 244 back to 
the conduit 223 at a position opposite inlet pipe 
243. The construction and operation of these 
parts are the Same as already described in con 
nection with Figs, 1 to ii, and the control device 
240 actuates notor 23 to adjust the valve 236 to 
a position admitting water to conduit 22 at a 
Sufficient rate to maintain a predetermined pres 
Sure drop across pump 242 in accordance with the 
Stock consistency desired at the collecting box 
232. 
A pump 25 corresponding in construction and 

operation to the pump 252 has its inlet connected 
by pipe 25 to the conduit 23 on the discharge 
side of refiner 225, and the outlet of pump 250 
is similarly connected by a pipe 252 back to the 
conduit 23? at a position opposite the inlet pipe 
25 to effect continuous withdrawal of a speci 
men of refined stock from conduit 23 and then 
to return this Specimen back into the system, 
A control device 255 similar in construction and 
Operation to the control devices 33 and 240 is 
connected as indicated at 256 and 25 to the inlet, 
and discharge Sides of pump 250 to measure the 
pressure drop across the pump. The control de 
vice 255 is in turn provided with an operative 
connection 26 to the motor 230, for example by 
means of control circuits substantially the same 
as those connecting the control device 33 and 
the motor 22 in Fig. 2. 
With this construction and arrangement as 

shown in Fig. 12, the control device 258 continu 
ously measures the pressure drop across pump 
252 which varies in accordance with the freeness 
of the refined stock. The device is initially cali 
brated in terms of any suitable freeness scale, as 
by providing suitable graduations 58 on the 
transparent front panel of the device as described 
in connection with Figs. 6 to 9. 

In operation, the device is adjusted to balance 
a predetermined pressure drop across purp 242 
corresponding to the desired degree of freeness 
of the stock. So long as this freeness is main 
tained in the stock, the device will remain in 
balance and the refining action of refiner 225 
will continue unchanged. In the event of vari 
ation in freeness resulting in a different pressure 
drop across the pump, the control device 255 will 
function in the same nanner as device 33 to 
actuate motor 239 and thus to adjust the refiner 
plug and shell sufficiently to correct for the vari 
ation in freeness and to restore the predeterrinined 
pressure drop. The operation of device 255 in 
producing such correcting actions will be sub 
stantially the same as already described in con 
nection with Figs. to 11 and will result in pre 
cision control over the freeless of the Stock Sup 
plied to collecting box 232 with minimum fluc 
tulation. It should also be noted that the device 
255 is shown as connected in the system at a 
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location ahead of the position where filler is 
added to the stock. This is a desirable arrange 
ment as giving a more accurate indication of the 
extent to which the freeness of the stock is due 
to the action of the refiner, in view of the fact 
that the addition of filler usually produces a con 
siderable apparent change in freeness. 

Figs. 13 to 15 show a combined pump and re 
sistance paSSage unit which is adapted for cou 
pling as a unit directly into a stock supply sys 
tem. Such as those shown in Figs. 1 and 12. It in 
cludes a relatively short pipe section 300 of a 
Size standard for use in stock conduits such as 
the conduits 6 and 7 in Fig. 1 and the other 
conduits in Fig. 12, a 10 inch pipe being an 
example of a suitable size. This pipe section 300 
is provided with pipe flanges 30 and 302 for 
bolting to the conduit pipes of a stock supply 
System, which are indicated fragmentarily at 303 
and 304 as provided with similar flanges. A gear 
pump 305 is connected on its intake or suction 
side with the pipe section 300 by means of a 
nipple 306 welded to the pipe 300. The dis 
charge side of the pump is similarly connected to 
the pipe 309 by means of flow resistance tubing 
3) of Suitable length, for example 12 to 15 feet, 
which is wound helically about the pipe 300 and 
has one end 3f connected to the pump and the 
other end welded at 32 to pipe 300 at a position 
opposite the nipple 306, The nipple 396 and 
tubing 30 thus combine to support the pump 
directly on pipe section 360. 
The pump 305 is similar in its internal con 

Struction to the pump 25 as already described, 
and it includes impeller gears 3 f5 and driving 
gears 3 6 and 3 T. The gear 36 is driven by 
means of a pulley 320 positioned on the outside 
of the pump housing and in driving connection 
through belt 32 and pulley 322 with a motor 325 
of Suitable capacity Such as a 2 H. P. motor. 
The notor 325 is supported on a bracket 326 
which is in turn secured to the pipe flange 302 
on pipe section 300, thus maintaining the motor 
in desired fixed relation with respect to the 
pump 305. 
The housing of pump 305 includes means pro 

viding pressure connections to the control device 
of the invention. As shown in Fig. 15, a dia 
phragm 330 similar to the diaphragm 80 is 
mounted at the intake side of the pump by means 
of a flanged mounting disk 33 bolted to the 
pump housing. The diaphragm 330 is clamped 
to the disk 33 by means of a bolted clamp ring 
332. A pipe or hose 333 leads from the disk 33 
for connection to one of the bellows in a control 
device of the construction described in connec 
tion with Figs. 6 to ill, and a fitting 335 is also 
Secured to disk 33 for filling the system with 
water as described in connection with the parts 
St and 9 in Fig. 5. This construction of dia 
phragm unit is well adapted for use in connec 
tion with high consistency stock since it is full of 
pockets in which suspended materials might col 
lect. A similar diaphragm unit 340 is similarly 
mounted at the discharge side of the pump, and 
it includes a pipe or hose 34 for connection to 
the other bellows in the control device and also 
a fitting 342 for filling the system with Water. 

It will be seen that this unit can be readily cut 
in to an existing stock pipe line at any con 
venient location by means of the pipe flanges 30 
and 302, and it will occupy comparatively little 
Space and will require no additional supporting 
structure. The control device can similarly be 
located wherever convenient for purposes of ad 
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justment, and the bellows therein connected to 
the diaphragm units by suitable lengths of pipe 
or hose 333 and 33. This unit is thus well 
adapted for use in connection with the control 
of either consistency or freeness as described 
above. 
The present invention accordingly provides 

simple and rugged control apparatus for effect 
ing precision control over the physical proper 
ties of a fluid within a narrow range. With the 
apparatus Constiucted and Operated as illustrated 
and described, the overall sensitivity has been 
found to be such that the device will respond 
promptly and accurately to changes in differen 
tial pressure as slight as approximately 0.10 inch 
head of Water and Will detect aind correct for 
changes in consistency as small as of the order of 
0.05% consistency or less. The invention is ac 
cordingly particularly well suited for use in con 
nection. With paper manufacture to give the ac 
curate control over the consistency and freeness 
of the stock required for maximum unifornity of 
sheet production. The invention also provides 
for installation of the control device at any de 
sired position for convenient handling and ad 
justment, and for connecting the device with the 
stock or other fluid at any convenient location in 
the handling or Supply System for the fluid such 
that the accuracy of the device will not be af 
fected by changes in pressure or other conditions 
effective on the system or supply of fluid as a 
Whole. 

Reference is made to the application of the 
same inventor, Serial No. 7,761 filed of even date 
herewith and assigned to the same assignee as 
this application. 
While the methods herein described, and the 

forms of apparatus for carrying these methods 
into effect, constitute preferred embodiments of 
the invention, it is to be understood that the in 
Vention is not limited to these precise methods 
and forms of apparatus, and that changes may 
be made in either without departing from the 
Scope of the invention which is defined in the 
appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. Apparatus of the character described for ef 

fecting continuous regulation of a predetermined 
physical property of the paper making stock in 
the Stock Supply System of a paper making na 
chire, Comprising a conduit in said system 
through which said stock foWs, a pur.np, means 
connecting the inlet of said pump to said conduit 
to effect Continuous withdrawal of Stock frcin 
Said conduit, a flow passage providing a return 
connection from the outlet of said pump to said 
conduit for continuously returning said with 
drawn stock to said conduit, said passage being 
connected with said conduit at Substantially the 
same pressure isvel as said inlet and having such 
ioW resistance as to provide a readily ineasure 
able pressure drop of the stock flowing there 
through in relation to said predetermined physi 
cal property of said stock, differential pressure 
means including a movable part having pressure 
connections With the inlet and outlet of Said 
punp to measure the total drop from line pres 
Sure of the Stock pa3Siing through Said pump, 
regulating means positioned in said stock Supply 
System ahead of said pump inlet for effecting 
change in said physical property of said stock, a 
counter-balance for establishing a neutral posi 
tion for said novable part when said pressuire 
drop is within a predetermined range, and neas 
including an operative connection between Said 
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differential pressure means and said regulating 
means for actuating said regulating means in re 
sponse to movement of said movable part from 
said neutral position. 

2. Apparatus of the character described for 
maintaining a predetermined consistency range 
for the paper making stock in the stock supply 
system of a paper machine comprising a pump, 
means connecting the inlet of said pump to Said 
stock supply system to effect continuous with 
drawal of a specimen of said stock, a flow pas 
sage providing a return connection from the out 
let of said pump to said System, Said passage 
having such flow resistance as to provide a 
readily measurable pressure drop of the stock 
fiowing therethrough in relation to the consist 
ency of said stock, means including a plurality of 
pressure connections with said passage for con 
tinuously measuring said pressure drop, inter 
mittently operable means for regulating the con 
sistency of said stock in said system, a drive con 
trolled by said measuring means for actuating 
said regulating means, a periodically operative 
control for varying the frequency and duration of 
the operative intervals of said drive in direct re 
lation to the magnitude of change in the con 
sistency of said stock. 

3. Apparatus of the character described for 
maintaining a predetermined consistency range 
for the paper making stock in the Stock Supply 
system of a paper machine, said System including 
a conduit through which said stock flows, said 
apparatus comprising a pump, means connecting 
the inlet of said pump to said conduit to effect 
continuous withdrawal of a specimen of said 
stock, a flow passage providing a return connec 
tion from the outlet of said pump to said conduit 
and connecting with said conduit at Substan 
tially the same pressure level as said inlet con 
necting means, said passage having such flow re 
sistance as to provide a readily measurable pres 
sure drop of the stock flowing therethrough in 
relation to the consistency of said stock, differ 
ential pressure means including a plurality of 
pressure connections with said passage respon 
sive to said pressure drop, means for regulating 
the consistency of said stock, an intermittently 
Operable drive for actuating said regulating 
means, means including a timing device for es 
tablishing a periodic operating cycle for said 
drive, and a control actuated by said differential 
pressure means for varying the number of opera 
tive intervals of Said drive in each said cycle in 
direct relation with the magnitude of change in 
the consistency of said stock. 

4. Apparatus of the character described for 
maintaining the consistency of the fluid in a con 
tainer within a predetermined consistency range 
comprising a pump, means connecting the inlet 
of said pump to Said container to effect continu 
ous withdrawal of a specimen of said fluid, a 
flow paSSage providing a return connection from 
the outlet of Said pump to said container, said 
paSSage having such flow resistance as to provide 
a readily measurable pressure drop of the fluid 
foWing therethrough in relation to the consist 
ency of Said fluid, means including a plurality of 
preSSure connections with said passage for con 
tinuously measuring said pressure drop, means 
for regulating the consistency of said fluid in 
said container, a drive controlled by said meas 
uring means for actuating said regulating means 
When the consistency of said fluid exceeds said 
predetermined range, and a control operative in 
accordance with a predetermined time cycle for 
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causing intermittent interruption of the opera 
tion of said drive to limit the correcting action of 
said regulating means to increments having a di 
rect relation to the magnitude of change in said 
consistency. 

5. Apparatus for maintaining a predetermined 
range of consistency for the fluid flowing through 
a conduit comprising a pump, means connecting 
the inlet of said pump to said conduit to effect 
continuous withdrawal of a specimen of Said 
fluid, a flow passage providing a return connec 
tion from the outlet of said pump to said conduit 
and connecting with said conduit at substantially 
the same pressure level as said inlet connecting 
'means, said passage having such fow resistance 
as to provide a readily measurable pressure drop 
of the stock flowing therethrough in relation to 
the consistency of said stock, differential pressure 
means including a movable part having a plu 
rality of pressure connections with said passage 
for measuring said pressure drop, a counter 
balance for establishing a substantially neutral 
position for said movable part when the consist 
ency of said fluid is within said predetermined 
range, means for regulating the consistency of 
said fuid, a first actuating member for said regu 
lating means movable in response to movement 
of said movable part, a second actuating member 
cooperating with said first actuating member to 
actuate said regulating means in response to 
movement of Said movable part from Said neu 
tral position, and a control for varying the fre 
quency and the duration of the onerative inter 
vals of said regulating means in Suhstantially di 
rect relation to the magnitide of change in the 
consistency of said fluid and the resulting extent 
of movement of said first actuating member. 

6. Apparatus Of the character described for 
maintaining a prefetermined consistency range 
for the naper making stock in the stock supnly 
system of a raper marhine, said svstem including 
a conduit through which said stock flows, said 
apparat is comprising a pump, means cnnnect 
inor the inlet of said pimp to said cnnd it to 
effect continuous Withdrawal of a specimen of 
said stnck, a finv passage ornviding a return 
connection from the ottlet, of said n11mn to said 
con?tit; and connecting with said ronduit at Sith 
stantially the same nressure level as said inlet 
connecting means, said nassage having such flow 
resistance as to provide a readily measurahle 
pressure dron of the stnck flowing therethrough 
in relation to the consistency of said stock. dif 
ferential pressure means incliding a novahle 
part having a plurality of pressure connections 
with said passage for measuring said pressure 
drop, means for regulating the consistency of Said 
stock, means including a drive actuated nove 
ment of said movable part for operating said 
regulating means, and a control operative in ac 
cordance with a predetermined time cycle for 
causing intermittent interruption of the opera 
tion of said operating means to limit the correct 
ing action of said regulating means to increments 
having a direct relation to the magnitude of 
change in said consistency. 

7. Apparatus of the character described for 
maintaining the consistency of the fluid in a con 
tainer within a predetermined consistency range 
comprising a pump, means connecting the inlet of 
said pump to said container to effect continuous 
withdrawal of a specimen of said fluid, a flow 
passage providing a return connection from the 
outlet of said pump to said container, Said pas 
sage having such flow resistance as to provide a 
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readily measurable pressure drop of the fiuid 
flowing therethrough in relation to the consist 
ency of Said fiuid, differential pressure means 
including a movable part having a plurality of 
pressure connections with said paSSage for meas 
uring said pressure drop, a counterbalance for 
establishing a substantially neutral position for 
said movable part when the consistency of said 
fluid is within said predetermined range, a con 
trol circuit including a pair of relatively movable 
control members for effecting regulation of the 
consistency of Said fluid, means mounting one of 
said circuit control members for movement in 
direct relation to the movement of Said movable 
part, and a drive for causing continuous oscillat 
ing movement of the other of said circuit control 
members With respect to said maovably mounted 
control member to effect intermittent interrup 
tion of Said control circuit When Said movably 
mounted circuit control member is within the 
Oscillating range of Said oscillating circuit con 
trol member. 

8. Apparatus of the character described for 
maintaining the consistency of the fluid in a con 
tainer within a predetermined consistency range, 
comprising a pump, means connecting the inlet of 
Said pump to Said container to effect continuous 
Withdrawal of a specimen of said fluid, a flow 
passage providing a return connection from the 
outlet of Said pump to said container, said pas 
Sage having Such flow resistance as to provide a 
readily measurable pressure drop of the fluid 
flowing therethrough in relation to the consist 
ency of Said fluid, differential pressure means 
including a movable part having a plurality of 
preSSure connections With said passage for meas 
uring Said pressure drop, a counterbalance for 
establishing a neutral position for said movable 
part When the consistency of said fluid is within 
said predetermined range, a control circuit in 
cluding a pair of relatively movable control mem 
bers for effecting regulation of the consistency of 
Said fluid, a polygonal cam having a correspond 
ing plurality of corners forming high points, 
ineans mounting said can for rotation about a 
predetermined axis, the corners of said cam being 
located at relatively different radial distances 
from said axis, means forming a flexible stipport 
for One of Said circuit control members maintain 
ing Said member in contact with said cam to 
CauSe Said member to Oscillate in periodic cycles 
each comprising a plurality of spaced high points 
of different heights, corresponding to said corners 
of Said can, and a support connecting the other 
of Said control members to said movable part for 
movement therewith relative to said oscillating 
control member in direct relation to the response 
of Said differential pressure means. 

9. Apparatus of the character described for 
maintaining a predetermined consistency range 
for the paper making stock in the stock supply 
System of a paper machine, said system including 
a conduit through which said stock flows, said 
apparatus comprising a pump, means connect 
ing the inlet of Said pump to said conduit to 
effect continuous withdrawal of a specimen of 
Said stock, a flow passage providing a return 
connection from the outlet of said pump to said 
conduit and connecting with said conduit at sub 
stantially the same pressure level as said inlet 
connecting means, Said passage having such flow 
resistance as to provide a readily measurable 
preSSure drop of the Stock flowing therethrough 
in relation to the consistency of said stock, dif 
ferential preSSure responsive means including a 
movable part, means providing pressure connec 
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tions between said differential pressure means 
and the inlet and outlet of said pump, a counter 
balance for establishing a substantially neutral 
position for said movable part, when the consist 
ency of said stock is within said predetermined 
range, means for regulating the consistency of 
said stock, an actuating member for said regul 
lating raeans movable in response to movement 
of Said movable part, and a control cooperating 
with said actuating member to actuate said regul 
lating means in response to movement of Said 
movable part from said neutral position. 

10. Apparatus for maintaining a predetermined 
consistency in a fiuid, comprising a gear gunp 
including a casing defining an inlet and an out 
let, a pair of cooperating impeller gears in said 
casing, means for connecting said inlet to a Sup 
ply of Said fluid, lineans for connecting said Outlet 
to said supply of fiuid, each of the teeth of said 
gears being so preportioned as to have clearance 
between adjacent teeth on the other of Said 
gears, means scparate fro; Said teeth providing 
a driving connection between said gears main 
taining said teeth in angularly spaced relation to 
prevent pinching of suspended matter in Said 
fluid, means including pressure connections with 
said inlet and said outlet for measuring the rela 
tive pressures in said fluid adjacent said inlet and 
adjacent said outlet, and means including a Valve 
controlled by said measuring means for regulat 
ing the consistency of said fluid. 

11. Apparatus for maintaining a predetermined 
consistency in a fluid, comprising a gear pump 
including a casing defining an inlet and an out 
let, a pair of cooperating impeller gears in Said 
casing, means for connecting said inlet to a 
supply of said fluid, means for connecting said 
outlet to said supply of fluid, each of the teeth 
of said gears being so proportioned as to have 
clearance between adjacent teeth on the other of 
said gears, means separate from said teeth pro 
viding a driving connection between said gears 
maintaining said teeth in angularly Spaced re 
lation to prevent pinching of suspended natter in 
said fiuid, said gears and said casing being So 
proportioned as to leave clearance between the 
teeth of said gears and the adjacent portions of 
said casing facilitating slippage of Said fuid in 
directions opposite to the direction of punping 
of said pump, means including preSSure COYnec 
tions With said inlet and said outlet for nea,Sur 
ing the relative pressures in said fuid adjacent 
said inlet and adjacent said outlet, means includ 
ing a valve controlled by said nea,Suring raeans 
for regulating the consistency of Said fluid. 

12. Apparatus for maintaining a predetermined 
consistency in a fuid, comprising a gear pump 
including a casing defining an inlet and an out 
let, means cooperating with said casing to form 
a chamber having an open connection to Said 
inlet, means cooperating with said casing to form 
a second chamber having an open connection to 
said outlet, a flexible and substantially Water 
impervious diaphragm mounted within each said 
chamber to divide said chamber into inner and 
outer sections and to prevent materials Suspend 
ed in said fluid from entering each Said outer 
chamber section, means for filling each said outer 
chamber section with a pressure transmitting 
fiuid, differential pressure responsive means in 
cluding a movable member having a pressure 
connection with each said outer channoe Sec 
tion, and means including a valve controlled by 
said differential pressure means for regulating 
the consistency of said fluid in accordance with 
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the difference between the pressures, existing in 
Said outer chamber sections. 

13. Apparatus for maintaining a predetermined 
consistency in a fluid, comprising a gear pump 
including a casing defining an inlet and an out 
let, a pair of cooperating impeller gears in said 
Casing, means for connecting said inlet, to a 
Supply of said fuid, means for connecting. Said 
Outlet to said supply of fluid, each of the teeth 
of Said gears being so, proportioned as to have 
clearance between adjacent teeth on the other of 
Said gears, means separate from said teeth pro 
Viding a driving connection between said gears 
naintaining said teeth in angularly spaced rela 
tion to prevent pinching of suspended matter in 
Said fuid, said gears and said casing being so 
proportioned as to leave clearance between the 
teeth of said gears and the adjacent portions of 
Said casing facilitating slippage of said, fluid in 
directions opposite to the direction of pumping of 
Said pump, differential pressure responsive 
means including a movable member, means pro 
viding pressure connections between said pres 
Sure responsive means and said inlet and be 
tween said pressure responsive means and said 
Outlet, and means including a valve controlled 
by said differential pressure means for regulating 
the consistency of said fluid in accordance. With 
the differential pressure effective on said pres 
Sure responsive means. 

14. Apparatus. Of the character described for 
maintaining a predetermined freeness range for 
the paper making stock in a stock supply System 
including conduits and a refiner having means 
for regulating the refining action thereof to vary 
the freeness of the stock discharged therefrom, 
Comprising a flow passage having both ends 
thereof connected with said stock Supply System 
at positions located. On the discharge side of said 
refiner, neans for continuously forcing stock 
fron said refiner through said passage, said pas 
Sage having such flow resistance as to provide a 
readily measurable pressure drop of the stock 
foWing therethrough in relation to the freeness 
of Said stock, means including a plurality of 
preSSure connections with said passage for con 
tinuously measuring said pressure drop, means 
for controlling said refiner regulating means to 
Vary the freeneSS of the stock supplied to said 
paSSage, means including an adjustable counter 
balance for adjusting said measuring means to 
maintain Said pressure drop within a predeter 
mined pressure range corresponding to said pre 
determined freeness range, and means operatively 
Connecting Said measuring means and said con 
trolling means to effect actuation of said regul 
lating means when said measured pressure. drop 
exceeds said predetermined pressure range. 

15. Apparatus of the character described for 
maintaining a predetermined freeness range for 
the paper making stock in a stock supply system 
comprising a pump, means connecting the inlet 
of Said pump to said stock supply system to effect 
continuous. Withdrawal of stock from said sys 
tem, a flow passage providing a return connection 
from the outlet of said pump to said system, said 
passage having such flow resistance as to pro 
vide a readily measurable pressure drop of the 
Stock flowing therethrough in relation to the 
freeneSS of Said stock, means including pressure 
connections with said passage for continuously 
measuring Said pressure drop, means in said sys 
tem ahead of said pump inlet for varying the 
freeness of Said stock, means including an ad 
justable counterbalance for adjusting said meas 
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uring means to maintain said pressure drop with 
in a predetermined pressure range corresponding 
to said predetermined freeness range, and means 
electrically connected with said measuring means 
for effecting a correcting action of said varying 
means when said pressure drop exceeds said pres 
Slure range. 

i6. Apparatus of the character described for 
maintaining a predetermined freeneSS range for 
the paper making stock in a stock Supply Systern 
comprising a pump, means connecting the inlet 
of said pump to said stock supply System to effect 
continuous withdrawal of stock from Said System, 
a flow passage providing a return connection 
from the outlet of said pump to Said System, Said 
passage having such flow resistance as to pro 
vide a readily measurable pressure drop of the 
stock fiowing therethrough in relation to the 
freeness of said stock, differential pressure means 
including a member Inowable in 1response to varia 
tion in the pressures effective thereon, means pro 
widing pressure connections to said differential 
pressure means from the inlet and Cutlet Sides 
of said pump, means including an adjustable 
counterbalance for balancing said differential 
pressure means in a neutral position when Said 
pressure drop is within a predetermined pressure 
range corresponding to said predeteriained free 
ness range, electrically operated means in Said 
System ahead of said inlet for varying the free- : 
ness of said stock, and means electrically con 
necting said differential pressure means and said 
varying means to effect correcting action of Said 
varying means in response to movement of Said 
differential preSSure means from Said eutral 
position. 

17. Apparatus of the character described for 
maintaining a predetermined freeless rainge for 
the paper making Stock in a stock Supply System 
comprising a pump, means connecting the inlet :: 
of Said pump to said stock supply system to effect 
continuous Withdrawal of stock from said System, 
a flow passage providing a return connection 
from the outlet of said purap to said systern, Said 
passage having such foW resistance as to provide 
a readily measurable pressure drop of the stock 
flowing therethrough in relation to the freeness 
of said stock, means including pressure connec 
tions with said passage for continuously measur 
ing said pressure drop, interrinittently operable 
means in Said System ahead of Said pump inlet, 
for varying the freeness of said stock, a drive 
controlled by said measuring means for actuat 
ing said varying means, and a periodically op 
erable control for varying the frequency and 
duration of the operative intervals of said drive 
in direct relation to the magnitude of change in 
the freeness of Said stock. 

18. Apparatus of the character described for 
maintaining a predetermined freeless range for 
the paper making stock in a stock supply system 
including conduits and a refiner having a rela 
tively rotatable plug and shell, comprising means 
for regulating the refining action of Said refiner 
by varying the axial relaticn of said plug and 
shell to vary the freeness of the stock discharged 
from Said refiner, a pump, means connecting the 
inlet of said pump to Said stock supply System at 
a position located on the discharge side of Said 
refiner to effect continuous withdrawal of refined 
stock from Said System, a flow passage providing 
a return connection from the outlet of said pump 
to said system, said passage having such flow re 
sistance as to provide a readily measurable pres 
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relation to the freeness of said stock, means in 
cluding pressure connections with said passage 
for continuously measuring said preSSure drop, 
neans for controlling said refiner regulating 
means to vary the freeness of the stock supplied 
to said pump, means including an adjustable 
counterbalance for adjusting said measuring 
means to maintain said pressure drop within 
a predeterimned pressure range corresponding to 
said predetermined freeness range, and means 
operatively connecting said measuring means and 
said controlling means to effect actuation of said 
regulating means when said measured pressure 
drop exceeds Said predetermined pressure range. 

19. A System for Supplying paper making stock 
at piedeterrained consistency and freeness to a 
paper machine Comprising a refiner, a conduit 
for Supplying raW Stock to Said refiner at a higher 
consistency than said predetermined consistency, 
adjustable means including a valve for admitting 
Water to Said conduit ahead of said refiner to 
reduce the consistency of said stock, a flow pas 
Sage Connected at both ends With Said conduit at 
positions between Said adjustable means and said 
refiner, means for continuously forcing stock 
through Said flow passage, Said passage having 
Such flow resistance as to provide a readily meas 
urable pressure drop of the stock flowing there 
through in relation to the consistency of said 
Stock, means including pressure connections with 
Said passage for continuously measuring said 
preSSure drop, means actuated by said measuring 
aeans for controlling said adjustable means to 
admit Water to Said conduit at a sufficient rate 
to inaintain a predetermined said pressure drop 
corresponding to said predetermined consistency, 
a Second conduit for conveying refined stock from 
Said refiner, a second flow passage connected at 
both ends with said second conduit, means for 
continuously forcing stock from said refiner 
through Said Second flow passage, said second 
paSSage having Such flow resistance as to provide 
a readily measurable pressure drop of the refined 
Stock flowing therethrough related to the freeness 
of Said Stock, Second measuring means including 
preSSure connections with said second passage 
for continuously measuring said pressure drop 
in Said Second paSSage, means for adjusting the 
refining action of Said refiner to vary the freeness 
Of the Stock refined thereby, and means con 
trolled by Said second named measuring means 
for actuating Said adjusting means to maintain 
a predetermined pressure drop in said second 
paSSage corresponding to said predetermined 
freeneSS. 

20. A System for Supplying paper making stock 
at predetermined consistency and freeness to a 
paper machine comprising a refiner, a conduit 
for Supplying raw stock to said refiner at a higher 
consistency than said predetermined consistency, 
adjustable means including a valve for admitting 
Water to Said conduit ahead of said refiner to 
reduce the consistency of said stock, a pump 
having its inlet and outlet connected to said con 
duit at positions located between said adjustable 
means and Said refiner for continuously with 
drawing Stock and then returning said stock to 
Said conduit, differential pressure means having 
preSSure Connections with the inlet and outlet 
of Said pump and including a member movable 
in response to changes in the relative pressures 
adjacent the inlet and outlet of said pump, means 
actuated by Said differential pressure means for 
controlling Said adjustable means to admit water 
to Said conduit at a sufficient rate to maintain 
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a predetermined pressure drop across said pump 
in relation to said predetermined stock con 
sistency, a second conduit for conveying stock 
from said refiner, a second pump having its inlet 
and outlet connected to said second conduit for 
continuously Withdrawing Stock from Said re 
finer and then returning Said Stock to Said Sec 
ond conduit, differential pressure means having 
pressure connections with the inlet and outlet 
of said pump and including a member movable 
in response to changes in the relative pressures 
adjacent the inlet and outlet of said second pump, 
and means including a drive actuated by Said 
second named differential pressure means for 
adjusting the refining action of said refiner to 
maintain a predetermined preSSure drop acroSS 
said second pump in relation to said predeter 
mined Stock freeneSS. 
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